
Week 1 Questions:

How do you see On War as being influenced by the Napoleonic Wars? You can gain context
from Howard’s pre- and post-Napoleon warfare history.

“Duel and Honor” references. Extent of war more present—war as more pervasive to all 
levels of society. 

“War is nothing but a duel on an extensive scale.” What are the implications of this definition 
regarding tactic choice and rule-following? How might these implications be challenged when 
examining more recent warfare?

Napoleon-influence. Formalized warfare. Clear militaries and connection to nobility. Honor 
and maneuvering (not to last man, but to position where people can see you would win)

Today: more of a last man mentality (evidenced by guerrilla warfare and expansion of who 
fights wars). Blurring between lines of civilian and soldier, extent of damage possible 
(chemical, biological, nuclear warfare). Just as Napoleon changed all the rules when it came 
to war (extend of destruction), history has continuously been ‘upping the ante,’ many tactics
today would probably be seen as dirty tricks in the past. The odd becomes the norm. 

What are similarities and differences regarding how Howard and von Clausewitz see the 
development of warfare (especially the social aspects of it)? 

For the majority of history Howard writes about, war is a nobleman’s game and who is 
involved (soldiers are just pawns, even though they are peasants they get involved but don’t 
shape the war), just like von Clausewitz. Howard focuses on the technological aspects, 
while Clausewitz looks primarily at the maneuvers. They both look at the ‘implied rules’ of 
war. It really isn’t an exaggeration to say Napoleon was a huge game changer. 

How effects does Howard believe war has in shaping a society’s organization?

War gives a stronger centralized government (can see aspects of Tilly’s work here) which
becomes more able to conscript soldiers, collect taxes for sustaining armies, and requires 
the resources and transportation to transport goods and soldiers. Strengthens 
communication and social channels within the society (whether it is a local lord in earlier 
periods or a king in later periods)
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probably most societal of all war analysis (leaders address domestic threats:
socialism/democracy). France’s domestic politics supported war, but often 
for differing reasons. 

Link between history and political science is important—they have a 
lot to learn from each other. Social, economic, and political forces internally
have a lot to offer. 

2. What are the hypotheses that have been postulated that link 
domestic political factors to the likelihood of war?  What are the 
criticisms of these hypotheses, and the unanswered questions?

Braistorm, groups come up with characteristics (5 groups)

National attributes and war: frequencies of war involvement for 
different states are not equal, indicating attributes of states may constitute 
important war variables. Ideologies/cultural features are more warlike, but 
little empirical proof. Others say commonalities of culture facilitate peace, 
huge differences indicate war (Huntington civilization theory). BOP 
theorists= moral framework brings peace. Overall, theory is vague. 
Different perceptions lead to different views of war, or of more threatening 
image of enemy?

Democracy and War: Kantian proposal, Theory of Democratic Peace 
(democracies are inherently peaceful, non-democracy leaders are more 
detached from consequences of war). Yet democracies are more likely to 
turn war into moral wars. Policies that are popularly supported (democratic 
popular opinion) may not be policies that are likely to be successful 
(autocratic advantage). Evidence is not conclusive- democratic states may 
be less likely to initiate wars, but unsure. Democratic states don’t fight each
other. In great wars, democratic states fight on same side. 

Economic Structure: Most comprehensive. Inequitable distribution of 
wealth in capitalist societies leads to overproduction, lack of investment 
opportunities, wars between capitalist countries. Also initiate war on 
Socialist states to prevent deterioration of own position. No confirmed link 
between capitalism, imperialism, and war (esp. interstate). Also, Marxist 
predictions false (wars between liberal capitalist states= rare, capitalist 
states are not esp. war prone). Liberal theory: free trade promotes 
economic interconnectedness and peace. 

Nationalism and Public Opinion: public opinion is inherently peaceful, 
war is result of leaders pushing unwilling people into war. (US 1812 war, 
Spanish-American War). Yet societies are often enthusiastic at beginning of 
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Cognitive consistency is an efficient way organizing cognition because
it facilitates interpretation, retention, and recall of information. 

Relates to Jervis (last week) because you can’t explain foreign policy 
without references to policy-makers beliefs about the world. You can have 
irrational consistency (false analogy, new information is falsely assimilated 
to an old belief). 

Premature cognitive closure: when you’re confident in your 
expectations, you make a decision before sufficient information has been 
collected or evaluated. 

Defense Avoidance: Motivation is a strong source of perceptual distortion.
People need to maintain images of the self conductive to their emotional 
well being. Assumes people are emotional, not rational (engage in acts that 
detract from decision making [procrastinating, denying, rationalizing]). 

Three kinds: procrastination, shifting responsibility, and bolstering. 
Bolstering: policy maker has lost hope of finding a satisfactory policy option 
can’t postpone or scapegoat it. Instead, they must choose the least 
objectionable alternative (?) and either oversell the remedy or minimize the 
consequences. Are there possible benefits to this tool? 

2. What is brinkmanship?  In general what role does 
misperception play in this process?  What do leaders do when 
they receive new information?

Misperception is a major cause of war in brinkmanship crises. 
Brinkmanship: getting as close as you can to the edge of war without 
crossing it. Must try to evaluate how your opponents will act and how they 
will perceive your actions, lots of opportunities for misperception. 

What do leaders do when they receive new information? 

3. What is Lebow's main argument about the July crisis? How 
convincing is Lebow's argument about decision-making 
pathologies and German actions in 1914? Do you think war 
could have been avoided if these pathologies were absent?

Cognitive deficiencies were a cause of war, as well as brinkmanship crises. 
Responsible for overconfidence, insensitivity to threatening information, 
and at least once contributed to paralysis of national leadership at 
important parts of confrontation. 

German policy: most influential over other policy maker decisions. 
Poor assumptions of how Russia, France, and Britain would respond to 
destruction of Serbia by Austria-Hungary. To boot, Germany didn’t realize 
its misperceptions until late.

How convining is Lebow? 
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John J. Mearsheimer and Stephen M. Walt, “Can Saddam Be Contained? History Says 
Yes,” Belfer Center for Science and Intl Affairs, Harvard University, Nov 12, 2002.

3. Why are arguments supporting war against Iraq faulty, according to Mearsheimer and 
Walt? What is the ‘trump card’?

4. Is Saddam another Hitler?

Andrew J. Bacevich & Elizabeth H. Prodromou, “God is not Neutral: Religion and U.S. 
Foreign Policy after 9/11,” Orbis, winter 2004: 43-54

3. How is Bush credited for re-injecting religon into American foreign policy?
Religion: faith in “the power of events.” 21st century began with a belief of the 
‘failure of secularization.’

4. What are the ways 9-11 allowed for a ‘frame of reference’ bringing religion into the 
political sphere?
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